Cold Flavored
Coffee

Iced latté

Recipe:

2 Pumps (20 ml) MONIN syrup
120 ml milk
1 espresso
Ice cubes

MONIN notes:
If the milk and the coffee is cold enough, 3 or 4 ice cubes will
make it.
Brewed coffee can be used for this application.
The glass can be drizzled with MONIN sauce or MONIN Fruit mix

Method:

Pour MONIN Flavoring into a glass.
Fill glass with ice cubes to top.
Pour milk gently.
Pour coffee gently.
To be served with layers or stirred

Flavor suggestion:
Standard coffee flavors: Caramel, Vanilla, Hazelnut, Amaretto, Crème Brulée,
Chocolate Cookie, Cinnamon, Chocolate Mint, Maple Spice, Roasted Hazelnut,
Toffee Nut, White chocolate, Chocolate, French Vanilla.
Fruits & other flavors: Curaçao Triple Sec, Ginger, Coconut, Frosted Mint, Mojito
Mint, Pina Colada, Cardamom, Rose, Cucumber, Spicy Mango

Iced Coffee

Recipe:

2 Pumps (20 ml) MONIN syrup
150 ml brewed coffee
Ice cubes

Method:

Pour MONIN Flavoring into a glass.
Fill glass with ice cubes to top.
Pour coffee
Stir & serve.

MONIN notes:

If the coffee is cold enough, 3 or 4 ice cubes will make it.
Brewed coffee can be used for this application.

Flavor suggestion:
Standard coffee flavors: French Vanilla Caramel, Vanilla, Hazelnut, Amaretto,
Chocolate Cookie, Cinnamon, Chocolate Mint,.
Fruits & other flavors: Curaçao Triple Sec, Ginger, Frosted Mint, Mojito Mint, Pina
Colada, Cardamom,

Other beverage type in radar….
Frappe: Very popular in most of the Mediterranean countries, this simple
application can be made from chilled coffee or instant, MONIN flavorings and cold
milk, it just need to be spindle mix with ice cubes.
Coffee Float: Richer than a classic iced latté, this eye catching beverage is simply
made from chilled coffee, MONIN flavorings and soft ice cream or whipped cream.
Frappuccino: Standard offer, nice and intense flavored blend of a dairy base and
coffee, this application is quite similar to the KFC Krusher…

Hot & Cold chocolate: The alternative for the non coffee drinker!!!
based on MONIN Chocolate sauce (dark or white) or simply by mixing milk and
cocoa powder, it truly pleased any generation. Combination are endless, fruits,
spices or even flowers will fits it.
Iced tea: Hip, tasteful, refreshing and highly profitable, this category is booming
and generates success for various operators, potentially big seller in the near future.
Based on MONIN range of flavored tea concentrates (Lemon, Peach, Mango,
Raspberry, Red berries)

